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We present first-principles calculations of the lattice relaxations and hyperfine fields of heavy impurities in bcc Fe. We consider impurities of the 5sp and 6sp series, containing the largest atoms in the periodic table. As an application we calculate the hyperfine fields of these impurities and in particular the effects of lattice relaxations on these fields. The calculations are based on a full-potential Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker Green’s-function method for defects and employ the local spin-density approximation for the exchange and correlation effects. The nonspherical parts of the potential and the charge density are included in the calculations and the forces are calculated by an ionic version of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem. The resulting lattice relaxations are relatively small, even for the largest impurities considered. The comparison of the calculated hyperfine fields with the experimental data shows that the inclusion of lattice relaxations improves the overall agreement with experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION

A point defect in a crystal, such as a vacancy or an impurity atom, presents not only a potential inhomogeneity, but also induces displacements of the neighboring host atoms from their ideal lattice positions. These lattice relaxations are, in fact, long ranged and lead to a volume change of the crystal. Very complete information about this displacement field can be obtained by diffuse x-ray/neutron-scattering experiments, but unfortunately very few systems have been measured. Detailed information on many more systems has been obtained by extended x-ray-absorption fine-structure (EXAFS) measurements, yielding reliable data for the nearest-neighbor shifts. In addition, lattice parameter measurements are available for many systems, giving direct information about the volume changes induced by the impurities. Many other defect properties, like solution energies or interaction properties, residual resistivities, and hyperfine interaction properties are influenced by these lattice relaxations and a detailed understanding of these properties is still far from complete.

The theoretical treatment of structural relaxations due to defects is a difficult task, in particular for transition-metal systems. In the past this problem has been mostly dealt with on a phenomenological basis, e.g., by applying models of lattice statics or by molecular dynamics with empirical potentials. Ab initio calculations have been restricted to supercell calculations or calculations for finite clusters. Recently we performed systematic ab initio calculations for transition-metal impurities in copper and aluminum based on the Korringa-Kohn-Rostoker (KKR) Green’s-function method and obtained a very good agreement with EXAFS (Ref. 4) and lattice parameter measurements. Typically the obtained relaxations in these systems are not very large, e.g., a Zr impurity in Cu, which as an atom is twice as big as Cu, shifts the nearest Cu neighbors by only 3.5% of the nearest-neighbor (NN) distance. This finding is in line with the general notion that for steric reasons relaxations in close-packed metals are very small, considerably smaller than, e.g., for defects in semiconductors where open structures like diamond or zinc blende prevail. In order to learn more about the size of the relaxations in metals, in particular, for very large impurity atoms, we present in this paper KKR calculations for impurities of the 5sp and 6sp series in bcc Fe. To these series belong atoms which have the largest atomic volumes of all elements in the periodic table. For instance, the noble gas atoms Xe and Rn have atomic volumes of 37 and 50.5 Å³, respectively, while the alkali metal atoms Cs (71 Å³) and Fr, the largest element with a volume of 84 Å³, are even larger, in particular, much larger than Fe with an atomic volume of 7.1 Å³. For these reasons also particularly large lattice relaxations are to be expected. All these heavy sp elements are characterized by very large positive solution enthalpies in Fe and thus they have a nearly vanishing solubility so that they can only be introduced into Fe by ion implantation at low temperatures.

The present calculations are motivated by recent measurements of the hyperfine fields of Cs and in particular of Fr in Fe, which were performed by the nuclear orientation (NO) method and by nuclear magnetic resonance on oriented nuclei (NMR/ON) on Fe samples prepared by ion implantation at low temperatures. The measured hyperfine field of Fr is a factor of 5 smaller than the previous KKR calculations predicted, which were, however, based on spherical potentials, i.e., using atomic sphere approximation (ASA), and neglected lattice relaxations. It is natural to assume that the large relaxations induced by the Fr atom are the reason for this discrepancy. Thus, in addition to calculate the lattice relaxations of these king-size atoms, the present paper aims at studying the effects of lattice relaxations on the hyperfine fields of these impurities in Fe.

The hyperfine fields of impurities in the ferromagnetic hosts Fe, Co, and Ni have been extensively studied and a huge amount of experimental data exists. Only data for a few exotic impurities are missing, and in the case of Fe,
some have been added recently.\textsuperscript{8,9} Along each \( sp \) series the impurity hyperfine fields show a very systematic trend: they are negative at the beginning of each series, rise to large positive values at the end of series, and drop sharply back to negative values at the beginning of the next row. This systematic trend was explained by the Kanamori group.\textsuperscript{15–17} These authors noted that the trend arises from the hybridization of the impurity \( s \) and the host \( d \) states into bonding \( sd \) hybrids, which show a preferential occupation of the minority states, and into spin-split antibonding hybrids. At the beginning of each series only the bonding hybrids are occupied yielding negative fields. Later on also the spin-split antibonding peaks are occupied. Here the occupation of the lowering antibonding peaks in the majority bands leads to a strong increase of the hyperfine fields with large positive values at the end of the series, to be followed by a strong drop to negative values once the minority antibonding states are filled for the impurities with higher valency. The exact position of the maximum hyperfine field depends on the bonding-antibonding splitting and thus on the strength of the hybridization between the impurity \( s \) and Fe \( d \) states. Since the hybridization should be strongly modified by lattice relaxations, it is not too surprising that the KKR-ASA calculations, which did not consider displacement effects, led to unrealistically large values for the hyperfine fields of Cs and Fr.

For the reasons above we calculated the lattice relaxations and the resulting effects on the hyperfine fields for heavy impurities of the \( 5sp \) and \( 6sp \) series in Fe using a full-potential KKR Green’s-function method. The organization of the paper is as follows. In Sec. II, the computational method is presented first for the bulk (Sec. II A) and then for the impurity (Sec. II B) problem. In Sec. III, the calculation of impurity induced lattice relaxations around \( 5sp \) and \( 6sp \) impurities in bcc Fe are presented and discussed. Section IV contains the results obtained for the hyperfine fields and the related discussion. Section V is a short summary.

\section{II. THEORETICAL METHOD}

Our calculations are based on the density-functional theory with the exchange and correlation effects being treated in the local spin-density approximation (LSDA), for which the parametrization of Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair\textsuperscript{18} to the Monte Carlo data of Ceperley and Alder\textsuperscript{19} is used. The calculations are performed using a full-potential KKR Green’s-function method for defects which is an all-electron method and treats also the nonspatial parts of the potential and the charge density correctly. The method takes the advantage of a Green’s-function method to embed a cluster containing the impurity atom and a few disturbed neighboring host shells correctly in the ideal crystal, which is ideal for the case now studied, i.e., iron alloys in the dilute limit. Lattice statics methods are used to describe the longer ranged relaxations and to speed up the determination of the final positions of the atoms from the \textit{ab initio} forces, which are calculated using an ionic version of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem.\textsuperscript{2} This method was shown to give a realistic description of lattice relaxations around substitutional impurities in metals.\textsuperscript{2,3}

The calculations are done using the scalar relativistic approximation, i.e., the spin-orbit coupling is neglected, and the hyperfine fields are calculated both at the ideal and the fully relaxed positions in order to study the effect of lattice relaxations on the fields. The theoretical LSDA lattice constant and the calculated Born–von Karman coupling parameters of Fe are used in the calculations. An angular momentum cutoff \( l_{\text{max}}=4 \) is used for the Green’s function and for the radial functions, which implies a cutoff \( 2l_{\text{max}} \) for the expansion of the potentials and charge density and a cutoff \( 4l_{\text{max}} \) for the shapes of the Wigner-Seitz (WS) cells. The space is divided into nonoverlapping WS cells, which are further divided into muffin-tin (MT) spheres and to the interstitial space outside the MT spheres and the ‘‘nonspherical’’ coupled radial equations are solved by using the second Born approximation for the nonspherical part of the potential.\textsuperscript{20} A logarithmic radial mesh is used inside the MT spheres and an equally spaced radial mesh is used outside the spheres. The method proposed in Ref. 21 to cope with the discontinuities arising from the sharp edges of the WS cells is employed.

\subsection{A. Bulk calculation}

In our multiple-scattering KKR Green’s-function method the starting point is the free electron Green’s function which is analytically known. The Green’s function of the host crystal, \( G^{0}(\mathbf{r},\mathbf{r}^{'},E) \), is obtained by a \( \mathbf{k} \)-space integration. After this the electron density \( n(\mathbf{r}) \) is obtained from the imaginary parts of the site-diagonal elements of the Green’s function by an energy integration

\begin{equation}
\begin{align*}
n(\mathbf{r}) &= -\frac{1}{\pi} \int_{E_{\text{B}}}^{E_{\text{F}}} \text{Im}[G^{0}(\mathbf{r},\mathbf{r},E)]dE. 
\end{align*}
\end{equation}

Here the energy integral extends over all occupied valence states from a suitably chosen energy \( E_{\text{B}} \) between the valence band and the core states up to the Fermi energy \( E_{\text{F}} \). By using analytical properties of the Green’s function the energy integration in Eq. (1) can be replaced by a contour integral in the (upper) complex energy plane. This contour integral can be evaluated with much fewer energy points, because the sharp structures of the Green’s function and the density of states (DOS) are smoothing out quite rapidly when going away from the real axis. In this work a recent extension to finite temperatures,\textsuperscript{22} based on a Fermi-Dirac distribution for the occupation function, is used. A half-rectangle-shaped contour starting at \( E_{\text{B}} \) and an electronic temperature of \( T =800 \text{ K} \) with five Matsubara points are used, so the horizontal line extending to the infinity lies \( 10\pi kT \) (=160 mRy) above the real axis. In total 30 energy points are needed for the calculation of the valence states. The accuracy of the contour integration was tested by doubling the number of energy points and it was found to be better than \( 10^{-7} \) electrons for the partial \( s,p,d, \ldots \) charges.

During the lattice constant minimization the MT sphere radius was kept constant. A radius of 1.8027 a.u. together with a siccure treatment described below was used. The same MT radius should be used for different lattice constant values in order to avoid inaccuracies in the core calculation due to slightly different radial meshes and due to the fact that the core electrons are supposed to reside completely inside
the MT sphere. The minimization gave a value of 5.204 a.u. for the lattice constant and the bulk modulus was found to be 2.6 Mbars.

In our treatment the core electrons are assumed to reside completely inside the nonoverlapping MT spheres and they are calculated using spherically averaged potentials. The uppermost core states of iron, 3s and 3p, fit just about inside a MT sphere touching the WS cell boundaries, but, e.g., for early 3d metals these states extend over the MT radius. The same situation occurs for the uppermost core states of the now studied heavy impurities in Fe and also for the Fe 3s and 3p core states when one is using a relatively small MT radius, which is needed when lattice relaxations are included. So, these so-called “semicore” states should be included in the energy contour thereby treating them as valence states. Papanikolau et al. showed that for the early 3d and, in particular, for the early 4d impurities in Cu the inclusion of the impurity semicore states in the energy contour is needed in order to get good forces (the Cu 3s and 3p electrons are sufficiently localized not to cause any troubles). For the present case, one cannot even converge the bulk Fe with the 3s and 3p treated as core states, when a 20% smaller than touching MT sphere demanded by the now calculated relatively large lattice relaxations is used.

The inclusion of the semicore states in the energy contour is in principle straightforward within the KKR formalism, one just extends the energy contour below the uppermost core states. The semicore states are lying quite deep and are thus well localized and produce sharp peaks on the real energy axis. For an optimal integration of the semicore states a long rectangular contour with a large imaginary part Im(\(E_\text{F}\)) = 1.0 Ry is used in this work. The semicore contour starts 6.2 Ry below the valence contour and it returns back to the real axis where the valence contour starts. With about 50 energy points for the semicore a similar accuracy as for the valence states is obtained.

In actual calculations the treatment of the semicore electrons of the host is not so straightforward since the charge density and the DOS in each cell are calculated by a summation over angular momenta up to a cutoff \(l_{\text{max}}\). Due to this cutoff the semicore charge shows slight deviations from the correct integer value, with a typical error of about 10^{-3} electrons. Due to the charge neutrality this error in the semicore charge is in the self-consistency iterations automatically balanced by an opposite contribution in the valence charge, so that the Fermi level will depend (weakly) on the semicore. In the total-energy calculation this fact leads to an error in the single-particle energies of a few mRy in the present case. Moreover this error systematically increases for smaller lattice constants due to the increasing overlap of the semicore orbitals. This is illustrated in Fig. 1, where the resulting total-energy curve (unscaled semicore) yields a considerably smaller lattice constant than, e.g., a calculation, where the semicore electrons are treated as core electrons (no semicore). This problem does not occur in the real-space impurity calculations, because the Lloyd’s formula is used for the evaluation of the single-particle energies and this includes an implicit summation over all angular momenta.

The above error can be corrected by using a renormalized semicore DOS, \(n_{\text{sc}}(E)\), in the energy calculation where the DOS, \(n_{\text{sc}}(E)\), is multiplied by a constant in order to obtain an integer semicore occupancy. The formula for the single-particle energy, \(E_{\text{sc}} = \int_{\text{sc}} E n_{\text{sc}}(E) \, dE\), is then replaced by

\[
\tilde{E}_{\text{sc}} = \int_{\text{sc}} \tilde{E} n_{\text{sc}}(E) dE - E_F \Delta N_{\text{sc}}, \tag{2}
\]

where \(\Delta N_{\text{sc}}\) represents the missing (or surplus) semicore charge needed for integer occupancy. The weak dependence of the Fermi level, \(E_F\), on the proper number of semicore electrons is taken care by the second term: \(E_F \Delta N_{\text{sc}} \approx E_F n_\text{sc}(E_F) \Delta E_F\).

Another possibility to correct the error is to use the renormalized semicore charge everywhere in the self-consistency iterations, so that integer charges are also used in the double counting terms. These additional corrections should be small, since due to the extremal properties of the total energy the double counting terms are extremal against small variations in the charge density. The result of this latter procedure (scaled semicore) is also illustrated in Fig. 1 and it is seen to yield practically the same lattice constant as the “full core” treatment (no semicore) does, where larger MT spheres were used to avoid the problems with semicore. The result using the renormalized semicore DOS without a renormalized charge density, i.e., using only the energy correction (2), is not shown since it practically coincides with the “double” renormalized result.

### B. Impurity calculation

When the host potential and the host Green’s function are known, the Green’s function for the impurity problem can be obtained from a Dyson equation in real space, being essentially determined by the perturbation of the potential. Due to the efficient screening in metals, the size of the potential perturbation is naturally restricted. In this work the potentials of five neighboring shells of Fe atoms are allowed to be
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perturbed, so that in total 59 perturbed potentials are recalculated self-consistently in the impurity iterations. Group-theoretical methods based on the $O_h$ point group are used to reduce the computational effort. To check if the chosen cluster size was large enough, calculations for a Fr impurity were performed using a larger cluster with $N=169$ perturbed potentials, i.e., it contained the impurity and the first 11 neighboring shells of Fe. Figure 2 shows the relaxation patterns around a Fr impurity and the induced volume changes of the host lattice for both cluster sizes. The relaxation patterns are the results of lattice statics simulations starting from the $ab$ initio forces at the ideal positions and the volume changes were calculated using the Kanzaki model described in Sec. III. It is seen, that the relaxation patterns around the impurity are practically the same, so the cluster size $N=59$ is sufficiently large to estimate the lattice relaxations around the large $sp$ impurities. Also the hyperfine fields at the impurity site do not differ between the two calculations, they are within 1 T from each other both for the ideal and the final relaxed positions.

The treatment of lattice relaxations within the KKR Green’s-function formalism is somewhat complicated, because the Green’s functions are represented as angular momentum expansions around the corresponding lattice sites, the host one around the unshifted (ideal) positions and the impurity one around the new shifted positions. While the reference Green’s function for such shifted (“interstitial”) positions can also be evaluated by a Brillouin-zone integration, we use here a simpler method introduced by Lodder,\textsuperscript{25} which is, however, limited to small displacements. In this scheme, the Green’s function of the host crystal is transformed to the shifted positions by the so called $U$ transformation, which for small displacements couples an angular momentum quantum number $l$ with $l \pm 1$, so one has to increase the angular momentum cutoff of the radial functions, e.g., from $l_{\text{max}}=3$ to $l_{\text{max}}=4$, which is the reason to use as high as $l_{\text{max}}=4$ cutoff in this work. To test the quality of the $U$ transformation, a calculation for a Fr impurity in Fe was also done with the so-called void method,\textsuperscript{26} where the $U$ transformation is done with a higher $l$ cutoff than the self-consistent parts of the calculation. Figure 3 shows the calculated lattice relaxation patterns around a Fr impurity obtained using the $l$ cutoffs $l_{\text{max}}=4$ and $l_{\text{max}}=5$ for the transformation and a cutoff $l_{\text{max}}=4$ for the self-consistent parts. Both cases refer to calculations, where the first NN and the second NN shells were shifted radially outwards 5.0% and 2.9% of the NN distance, respectively, and the resulting $ab$ initio forces were used as input to the lattice statics simulations. It is seen, that the $U$ transformation with $l_{\text{max}}=4$ is sufficiently accurate for moderate relaxations, say, less than 10% of the NN distance, which was also noted by Settels.\textsuperscript{26}

To allow lattice relaxations, 20% smaller than touching MT spheres are used for the iron sites in all impurity calculations. For the impurity sites a touching MT radius is used since these atoms are not moved. The Green’s function and the potential of the host crystal are recalculated for the 20% smaller MT sphere radius and the semicore contour discussed in the last subsection is used. It was checked for each impurity that the core charge density (without the semicore charge) was small enough at the sphere boundary, so that the treatment of the core electrons of the large impurity atoms was adequate within the relatively small MT sphere of host crystal.

III. IMPURITY INDUCED LATTICE RELAXATIONS IN bcc Fe

In order to accelerate the determination of the equilibrium atomic positions from the $ab$ initio forces, lattice statics...
method as described in Ref. 2 based on the Kanzaki method\(^2\) is used. In the harmonic approximation the displacement pattern \(s''\) is related to the force distribution \(F''\) by \(F'' = \sum_{n'} \Phi_{nn'} s''\), where \(\Phi\) denotes the coupling-constant matrix of the defect system. By splitting this up into the atoms are determined iteratively. The resulting positions of the ideal crystal were determined by \(\Phi_0\) of the ideal crystal and the changes \(\Delta \Phi\) induced by the defect, \(\Phi = \Phi_0 + \Delta \Phi\), the Kanzaki forces are defined by \(F'_K = \sum_n \Phi_{nn}^0 s'' = F'' - \sum_{n'} (\Delta \Phi)_{nn'} s''\). In the calculations the changes of the coupling constants are restricted to the first two NN shells around the defect. The force pattern \(F'_K\) is then applied on a hypothetical ideal lattice described by the calculated coupling constants \(\Phi_0\) of the host and the displacements of all atoms are determined iteratively. The resulting positions \(s''\) are then used in the next \(ab\) initio study and the whole procedure is repeated until the displacements are converged.

Only the first two NN shells are allowed to relax in the \(ab\) initio calculations and the rest of the atoms are kept at the ideal positions to improve the embedding of the impurity cluster into the host crystal. In the densely packed bcc lattice of iron, only these two NN shells have significant relaxations, the forces on further atoms are small and they relax only a little (see Figs. 2, 3, and 6).

The ideal crystal coupling constants were determined by using a cluster of 59 perturbed iron potentials where the central atom was shifted along the [001] direction by a small amount (0.5% of the lattice constant). Force constants up to five NN couplings were calculated from the \(ab\) initio forces and from these the dynamical matrix and the phonon spectrum were constructed. The calculated phonon spectrum (solid line) and the experimental neutron-scattering data\(^2\) (open circles) are shown in Fig. 4. The thin dashed line is a Born–von Karman fit to the experimental points. The calculated phonon frequencies are a little bit too high but this is expected since the LSDA gives a lattice constant that is somewhat smaller than the experimental one and it also overestimates the bulk modulus. These are known to be the typical drawbacks of the L(S)DA when one considers the cohesive properties of the transition metals. Also the bump along the line \(\Gamma-X\) arising from the second NN interactions seems to be an artifact of the LSDA calculation.

Figure 5 shows the calculated relaxation of the first and second NN bcc iron shells around substitutional 5\(sp\) and 6\(sp\) impurities. For the 5\(sp\) impurities the first NN atoms relax outwards 3.0–4.5\% of the NN distance whereas for the larger 6\(sp\) atoms the relaxations are somewhat larger (3.5–5.3\%). Surprisingly, the NN relaxations are largest for the tri- and tetravalent impurities and become somewhat smaller for the impurities at the end of the series. The relaxations of the second nearest neighbors increase about linearly with the lattice distance and are at the end of the \(sp\) series, i.e., at the beginning of the next row in the periodic table, even larger than the relaxations of the first neighbors. In this valence region the impurities of the 5\(sp\) and 6\(sp\) series are seen to relax the neighboring atoms about the same amount.

The systematic trend for the relaxations of the first and second NN shells becomes clearer, when one considers the forces on atoms in different shells. Figure 6 shows the forces on the first three neighboring shells around the impurities calculated at the ideal lattice positions. The third NN forces(triangles) are multiplied by a factor of 10 in the figure and are seen to be more than an order of magnitude smaller than the forces on the first (squares) and second (circles) NN atoms. The same is true for the longer ranged forces. The NN forces are largest for the tri- and tetravalent impurities and then reduce to about 50\% at the end of the series. Contrary to this the forces on the second neighbors are very small at the beginning and very large at the end of the series. This behavior of the first and second NN forces is counterintuitive to usual size arguments, from which one would always expect the NN forces to dominate. The third and further NN relaxations are much smaller than the relaxations of the two NN shells. One gets some idea of these further reaching distortions by looking at Fig. 2, where lattice distortions around a \(Fr\) impurity are shown. The distortion is seen to go rather far away from the impurity and is seen to expand the lattice (displacements are outwards), whereas the calculated \(ab\) initio forces are not always pointing outwards for every shell included in the impurity cluster. This is due to the Friedel oscillations occurring in the iron host, so that the charge per-
turbations have an decaying oscillatory character.

The Kanzaki forces $F_K$ can be used to determine the volume change of the lattice $\Delta V$ induced by an impurity and it is given by

$$\Delta V = \frac{1}{3K} \sum_n F_K \cdot R^n,$$

where $K$ is the bulk modulus of the ideal crystal and $R^n$ are the lattice vectors. The largest contribution to the sum in Eq. (3) is coming from the first two NN shells around the impurity as can bee seen from Fig. 2, where the evolution of $\Delta V$ is plotted shell by shell together with the radial displacement fields for the clusters containing 59 and 169 perturbed potentials. It is seen that the first two NN shells make the main contribution to the volume change and the contribution of the further shells seems to be averaged out, so that the first two shells determine mainly the size of the volume change and the further shells seem to create some small oscillations around this value. The calculated relative volume changes $\Delta V/V_0$ obtained from the Kanzaki model are presented in Fig. 7 ($V_0$ is the elementary volume of Fe). These changes can also be experimentally obtained from lattice parameter measurements but for the most now studied defects the low solubility (if any) makes these measurements impossible. The volume changes follow the trend seen from the forces on the first and second neighbors, since the forces on the further away atoms are small. Therefore the curves for the volume changes show a two-peak structure, which is very pronounced for the $5sp$ series but somewhat smeared out for the $6sp$ series. The first peak is due to maximum of the NN forces at the beginning of the series, the second and larger peak obtains the largest contribution from the second NN forces being largest at the beginning of the next row. The largest volume changes are about $0.9 V_0$, which are really small compared to the huge atomic volumes of these impurities, which are, e.g., for Cs or Fr, up to 10–12 times larger than that of Fe. This behavior is very different from the one found for $3d$ and $4d$ impurities in Cu, for which the volume changes scale reasonably well with the atomic volumes of the impurities introduced into the Cu host by substitution. In terms of elasticity language one could therefore classify the $sp$ impurities as highly compressible.

**IV. HYPERFINE FIELDS OF IMPURITIES IN bcc Fe**

In the nonrelativistic theory the hyperfine field is determined by the Fermi contact interaction and given by

$$H_{hf} = \frac{8\pi}{3} m(r=0),$$

where $m(r=0)$ is the magnetization density at the nucleus. In this work the calculation of the hyperfine field is based on Breit’s formula, which is the correct relativistic expression
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for hyperfine fields. We calculate the hyperfine fields by using the relativistic generalization\(^{30}\) of the contact term and neglect the orbital contribution in line with the scalar relativistic approximation used in our calculations. Since the considered \(sp\) impurities have no genuine magnetic moments, the orbital contributions should be very small. Moreover the dipolar contributions vanish for the impurities due to the cubic symmetry of their surroundings. For the magnetic impurities, e.g., transition-metal atoms, the local magnetic moments give rise to large core polarization contributions to the hyperfine field, which, however, practically vanish for \(sp\) impurities. Nevertheless, also here small core polarizations arise, which are included in the calculation. The major contribution for the “nonmagnetic” \(sp\) impurities arises from the valence hyperfine field. Calculations have shown, that this field scales with the local \(s\) moment of the impurities,\(^{30}\) which is induced by the hybridization of the impurity states with the spin dependent \(d\) orbitals of the nearest neighbors. Thus the valence hyperfine field is basically caused by the population difference between the spin-up and spin-down valence \(s\) states, but not by the spin polarization of the radial \(s\)-wave functions in the core region, which determines the hyperfine fields of the core electrons.

The calculated hyperfine fields of the \(5sp\) and \(6sp\) substitutional impurities in bcc Fe are compared with experiments and earlier KKR-ASA calculations in Fig. 8. Present full-potential KKR values are the solid lines with filled squares for the final relaxed positions and with solid circles for the ideal lattice positions. The KKR-ASA values taken from Ref. 12 are shown with dashed lines and the experimental ones\(^{8,9,13,14}\) with open triangles.

Let us first concentrate on the calculations performed without lattice relaxations. It is seen that both the full-potential and the ASA calculations give almost identical hyperfine fields at the beginning of the series up to the rare-gas atoms. Contrary to this, at the beginning of each row in the periodic table the ASA trend differs considerably from the full-potential one. This is the critical region within each row, where the hyperfine fields change dramatically between neighboring elements and where therefore numerical details of the calculations could become very important. In particular for the alkali impurities the differences between ASA and full-potential results are unexpectedly large. Partly this might arise from the importance of nonspherical contributions to the potential. However, partly this could also arise from the improvements of the spherical potential parts, e.g., by including the full charge density in the evaluation of the spherical potential. A relevant improvement could also be the treatment of the semiconductor states as valence states, since for the alkali metals the semiconductor states are very shallow. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the inclusion of lattice relaxations substantially improves the agreement with the experiment. This is particularly true for the \(sp\) impurities in the first half of the series, where the hyperfine field is increased due to lattice relaxations. On the other hand, for the later \(sp\) impurities the experimental hyperfine fields for the \(sp\) impurities are not that well reproduced. In the \(5sp\) series the calculated hyperfine field of Cs is much too large. In the \(6sp\) series there are large discrepancies for At and Rn as well as for Ra and Ac. On the other hand, for the Fr impurity, the hyperfine field of which has only recently been measured, the agreement between experiment and theory is excellent. However, in view of the errors for the neighboring element we have to consider this as a coincidence. Nevertheless, it is seen that the inclusion of lattice relaxations improves the agreement with the experiment, even if the relaxation effects are substantially smaller than we originally expected.

In order to search for possible errors in the theoretical treatment it is important to realize that the LSDA is not very good for bcc Fe. In the full-potential description the lattice constant is 3.6\% smaller than the experimental one and also the calculated spin moment of 2.00\(\mu_B\) is substantially smaller than the experimental one of 2.15\(\mu_B\). On the other hand, it is known that the generalized gradient approximations (GGA) give a much better description of these properties, i.e., a nearly perfect lattice constant and magnetic moment. Actually, parallel to this work Cottenier and Haas\(^{31}\) calculated hyperfine fields of \(4d\) and \(5sp\) impurities in bcc

![FIG. 8. Hyperfine fields of the 5sp and 6sp substitutional impurities in bcc Fe. Shown are the present full-potential values with (■) and without (○) lattice relaxations and the ASA results (dashed line) of Akai et al. (Ref. 12). The experimental points (△) are taken from Refs. 8, 9, 13, and 14.](image-url)
iron by using a GGA. However, they used a very different method compared to the KKR Green’s-function method used in this work, namely a full-potential linearized augmented plane-wave method (FLAPW) and they modeled the impurities by using a supercell geometry. The FLAPW+GGA results for the hyperfine fields of the 5sp impurities compare well with the KKR+LSDA values (given in brackets), all values in tesla: Cd $-44$ ($-31$), In $-35$ ($-26$), Sn $-15$ ($-13$), Sb 22 (11), Te 68 (48), I 129 (122), Xe 162 (135).

In order to simulate the lattice expansion caused by the GGA calculations using the LSDA and the experimental lattice constant of Fe were performed, leading to an Fe moment of 2.18$\mu_B$. This simulation is supported by recent KKR results,$^{32}$ showing that for the same lattice constant the LSDA and the GGA yield the same moments, so that also similar hyperfine fields are expected. The hyperfine fields of the late 6sp impurities Rn, Fr, Ra, and Ac did not change much with the lattice constant. Only the absolute values increased slightly, which is probably due to the increased host magnetic moment. Also the impurity induced forces did not change much and lattice statics simulations gave practically the same lattice distortions for the both lattice constant values. The above-mentioned results of Cottenier and Haas$^{31}$ also support this observation. The hyperfine fields calculated with the FLAPW using the GGA for the 5sp impurities are slightly larger than our results. They also did some calculations using both the LSDA and the GGA, but their results show that for the elements Cd–Xe changes are small. The GGA is seen to increase the absolute values of the hyperfine fields slightly when compared to the LSDA ones calculated using the smaller LSDA lattice constant. Thus unfortunately we cannot pin down the origin for the large errors in the hyperfine fields of the late 6sp impurities. We can only speculate that this might be an LSDA error or an error arising from the neglect of the spin-orbit coupling or maybe the experimental data are not sufficiently accurate.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed first-principles full-potential calculations of the lattice relaxations and the hyperfine fields of heavy sp impurities in iron. The treatment of these large impurities demands a correct treatment of the semicore electrons and it was shown how to implement the calculation of the semicore states in the KKR Green’s-function formalism.

The calculated lattice relaxations around the 5sp and 6sp impurities were found to be relatively small, for the first and second NN shells less than 6% of the NN distance. The further relaxations were calculated using lattice statics methods and they were found to be much smaller, for the third NN shells a factor of 5 smaller than for the first two shells. We found the interesting trend that at the beginning of each sp series the force on the NN Fe atoms dominates, while at the end of the series the force of the second NN atoms are larger than the NN forces. We have also estimated the impurity induced volume changes of the lattice by using the Kanzaki method. The volume change induced by the sp impurities was found to be around 60–95%, surprisingly small in view of the king-size atomic volumes of the elements. Along the series the volume change exhibits a two-peak structure, resulting from the dominating contributions from the first and second NN shells.

The calculated hyperfine fields of 5sp and 6sp substitutional impurities reproduce the experimentally observed trend qualitatively well and also the quantitative agreement is good for the most of the impurities. The correct treatment of the semicore electrons of these large impurity atoms were found to be important and this probably explains the largest disagreement of the previous KKR-ASA calculations with experiments. In general the full-potential treatment improves the agreement with experiment and is, of course, mandatory for an accurate calculation of forces and relaxations. The inclusion of lattice relaxations in the calculations was also seen to improve the overall agreement of the calculated results with experiments, nevertheless leaving large discrepancies for Xe, Cs, At, and Rn impurities, the origin of which is not understood.
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Here we have used the same space division for the cluster as for the bulk, so the ideal crystal WS cells are used. One could also make a new Voronoi construction for the cluster, so one could use somewhat larger spheres, but the impurity semicore problem remains still for the very large impurity cores.


